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All our garments are designed and 

manufactured in Spain.

By continually investing in our 

facilities our in-house manufacture 

and design teams work in close 

proximity to provide an unrivalled 

service combined with quick 

turnarounds, maximum flexibility and 

focused quality control.

Mobel recognises its responsibility 

to minimise the potential for causing 

harm to the environment and 

strives to sustain and improve the 

environment through the careful 

consideration of design, selection of 

materials and operational procedures.

Mobel takes seriously its 

responsibility to provide its 

customers with clothing products 

that have been produced ethically. 

Whilst intend on ensuring its position 

as a manufacturer, this must not be at 

the expense of dignity of individuals. 

Social and ethical compliance is 

paramount in our company and is an 

obligation to be fulfilled on behalf of 

our customers.
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At our core, our passion is 

customizing exclusive sport and 

team wear. We relish the challenge 

of designing and developing a 

professional, co-ordinated image 

for your club, team or organization. 

Every garment is designed and 

engineered to achieve optimum 

performance and durability.

Our ethos is “design without 

boundaries” and our dedicated 

multilingual design team offers 

unprecedented experience in the 

very latest materials and international 

trends. Our commitment is to provide 

a comprehensive service and a 

superior end product  delivered on 

time and within budget.



Andalusia Triathlon Federation

Polo shirt and shorts

Singlet & shortsJersey and bib shorts

Design your range of products

Spanish Team Triathlon



TRI-SUIT

FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50 +) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance.

EXTRAS
Perforated tri pad.

Silicone leg grippers.

Double fabric for the 

best protection. 
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OTTAWA



FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50 +) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, redu-

cing fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

EXTRAS
Back zip with pull leash.

Perforated tri pad.

Silicone leg grippers. 

Microperforated Lycra side pa-

nels to improve sweating.

Non sublimated Lycra crotch for the 

best protection against abrasion.

Reinforced flat lock.

TRI-SUIT
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VANCOUVER
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EVEREST

TRI-SUIT

FABRIC
LYCRA REVOLUTION 

Optimal fitting, resistance and 

protection through this high 

performance fabric.

Reduces the vibrations causing 

muscle fatigue through the most 

advanced elastic compressive 

technology. 

FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50+) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

DESCRIPTION

Reinforced flat lock

Zip protector

Microperforated Lycra back 

pockets

Perforated tri pad

Professional leg grip band

Combination of Lycras for the 

best compressive effect
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DENVER

TOP & SHORT TIGHTS

FABRIC
LYCRA REVOLUTION 

Optimal fitting, resistance and 

protection through this high 

performance fabric.

Reduces the vibrations causing 

muscle fatigue through the most 

advanced elastic compressive 

technology. 

FABRIC
LYCRA PRO TECH +

Protects the body as a second 

skin. Protection against UV rays 

(UPF 50+) and resistance to 

pilling and abrasion. This fabric 

ensures a decrease on muscle 

vibration during activity, reducing 

fatigue and improving the 

athlete’s performance. 

DESCRIPTION

TOP

 

Zip with protector

2 Microperforated Lycra back 

pockets 

Reinforced flat lock

SHORT TIGHTS

Perforated tri pad

Professional leg grip band

Elasticated waist

Reinforced flat lock

Combination of Lycras for the 

best compressive effect



“We are delighted with Mobel. Their 

commitment, professionalism and 

customer service are outstanding”.

Jose María Merchán Illanes, 
President of the Andalusian Triathlon 
Federation and member of the 
athletics club AD Sevilla.

“This Spanish brand provides us the 

most important criteria: quality

and confidence”.  

Keith Kelly, Oxford Brookes University 
Director of Sport.

Oxford University

*

OUR ATHLETES



Cmno. Juan Teresa s/n
30850 Totana, Murcia, SPAIN
Ph. +34 968 427 237
contact@mobelsport.com

www.mobelsport.com

customised sportswear


